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READING PART 6: OPEN CLOZE GAPS FILL. FILL IN THE GAPS WITH            

ONE WORD 

 

Sandwiches  

The sandwich is one of the _____ (1) popular ways of preparing a             

light meal _____ (2) snack. Its simplicity is the key, basically you            

need to put _____ (3) type of food stuff between two slices of             

bread and you are done. It is easy to transport and does not             

require cutlery or a lot of preparation. Its invention _____ (4) been            

attributed to the Earl of Sandwich in the 18th century, but this is             

without a doubt, debatable to say the least as sandwiches have           

their equivilent _____ (5) over the world, including the taco and           

burritos. What is clear is the popularity of this special way of            

preparing food. Sandwiches are eaten by just about every human          

on this planet and look as though they are here to stay. Their             

popularity is only being increased _____ (6) large chains, such as           

Subway, that offer high quality ingredients at a reasonable price          

with the purpose of offering a healthy fast-food alternative. 
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Answers: 

 

Sandwiches  

The sandwich is one of the most popular ways of preparing a            

light meal or snack. Its simplicity is the key, basically you need to             

put any type of food stuff between two slices of bread and you are              

done. It is easy to transport and does not require cutlery or a lot of               

preparation. Its invention has been attributed to the Earl of          

Sandwich in the 18th century, but this is without a doubt,           

debatable to say the least as sandwiches have their equivilent all           

over the world, including the taco and burritos. What is clear is the             

popularity of this special way of preparing food. Sandwiches are          

eaten by just about every human on this planet and look as            

though they are here to stay. Their popularity is only being           

increased by large chains, such as Subway, that offer high quality           

ingredients at a reasonable price with the purpose of offering a           

healthy fast-food alternative. 
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